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This submission highlights information and issues which may be of interest as part of the 
Freight Inquiry by the Local Government and Transport Committee of the Scottish 
Parliament.  It should be read in conjunction with the Discussion Paper on the Scottish 
Strategic Transport Review which was published by the Scottish Transport Studies Group 
in November 2005.  Part 1 considers current information and recent trends in freight 
movement together with general and more localised impacts on the economy and the 
Environment.  Part 2 highlights Air and Shipping Issues and options followed by Parts 3 
and 4 dealing with road and rail. 
 
Part 1 Current information and Trends 
 
Since the 1970s freight movement (measures in tonne kilometres) has been falling 
relative to growth in an economy becoming more involved with higher value goods and 
services.  The Table below deals with the 1996-2004 period. 
 
           1996    2000      2004       % change 1996-2004 
     (all data, except air, in million tonne-kilometres) 
 
HGV Road Freight     
  Trips internal to Scotland                7,627    8,088     8,052(2003)        5% 
        External trips (km in UK)       14,156  14,352   14,321 (2003)       1% 
Rail Freight 
  Internal to Scotland                           265        620        576  (2003)    117% 
      External (kms in UK)                 2,334     2,961     2,872 (2003)       23% 
Shipping                             4,230    6,960     7,080 (2003)       69% 
Air (thousands tonnes)                       48.8      74.6       77.6                  59% 
 
Notes  2003 data in used as DfT introduced different definitions in 2004 making direct 
comparison difficult.  However, HGVs clearly dominate freight movement on trips 
internal to Scotland and are only slightly less dominant for trips to and from the rest of 
the UK.  Nevertheless, growth in HGV tonne miles has been very in recent years with 
lower growth in HGV lorry miles due to shifts to heavier vehicles and, possibly, to better 
loas factors.  Yet the lighter average weight of goods being moved has increased pressure 
for larger lorry capacity e.g. higher containers, longer lorries.   HGV movement is 
understate because it omits movement in foreign lorries, a movement increasing its 
market share but possibly affecting England more than Scotland. 
 



Unlike HGVs, light lorry and van traffic has continued to grow at higher rates as 
distribution and service patterns change. In combination, HGVs, light lorries and vans 
account for under 15% of vehicles moving on the road network though proportions are 
higher on some trunk routes, notably the M74 south and related M73 (detailed data in 
available from the Scottish Executive automatic count points).  Local freight flows- e.g 
from forestry and quarries or to and from waste/landfill sites – can also be higher on 
some routes other wise lightly used. 
 
The rail share of the freight market has improved (from a low base) since 1996 but this is 
heavily influenced by the rise in opencast coal movement and of imported coal via 
Hunterston proceeding to both Scottish and English destinations.  Other rail freight 
growth has been more modest with particular difficulty in relation to through freight via 
the Channel Tunnel. 
 
The role of shipping appears large but is substantially understated since it excludes 
‘international’ tonne kilometres by ships carrying goods to and from Scotland (with 
general goods often moving indirectly to Scotland via English ports compared to greater 
use of direct export shipping from Scotland).  The shipping total also excludes the large 
specialist traffic in certain bulk commodities (mainly oil and construction aggregates). 
 
Air freight remains trivial in total volume and has been slowed by the fall in electronics 
manufacture in Scotland.  Nevertheless, the air role is more significant in expanding 
higher value and ‘quick delivery’ markets. 
 
The most interesting feature of recent trends is that HGV use has grown much more 
slowly than the economy as a whole i.e. economies are becoming less freight intensive 
especially in relation to the quantity of goods moved though less so in relation to value 
and quality.  The changing pattern of the economy has also reduced many flows - e.g. for 
coal distribution to local depots, supplies for the Scottish steel industry, flows replaced by 
electronic means – but this has been offset by increases in the length of internal UK 
movement by general commodities (including supermarket supply) and by light van 
growth. Even so, the Scottish economy has been growing by 1.5% to 2% a year without 
significant growth in total HGV movement.  
 
Road congestion and limited rail capacity has had some adverse economic impacts yet 
these remain modest with a need to focus action on particular problems.  In a study 
published in 1999, Prof Alan McKinnon of Heriot-Watt University Logistics Centre 
concluded that only 23% of delivery delays were due to road congestion (see Scottish 
Transport Review, Issue 8 Winter 1999/2000 p14-15; at p 10, this also includes 
overviews by Prof Alan McKinnon and FTA Scotland on freight issues 2000-2020).  In 
the sale price of most goods, the actual cost of movement is normally below 4% of sale 
prices so that an unlikely total removal of congestion would have hardly any detectable 
influence. Scottish Executive research published in 2005 also attached surprisingly low 
costs to congestion with passenger delays exceeding freight delays.   
 



Yet this situation should not lead to complacency.  There is a significant economic 
concern arising about the unpredictability of transit and delivery times i.e unreliability 
presents greater economic problems that predictable levels of congestion delay at peak 
periods.  The lorry industry has also made the point that congestion and unreliability 
relates to the rise in car use (mainly single occupant at peak periods), parking and 
traffic management problems inhibiting delivery/collection and poor control over 
roadworks and the handling of emergencies.  Other concerns relate to insufficient 
width and poor alignment on certain sections of road, poor road maintenance and a 
backlog of delays in bridge strengthening leading to weight restrictions.  On rail, 
particular problems have arisen from conflicts between expanding passenger traffic and 
increased coal traffic.  Container traffic by rail has also been hampered by insufficient 
clearances (notably height). Other capacity problems also pose tensions between express 
passenger, local passenger and freight traffic.  These also connect with issues relating to 
provision of sidings and interchange depots, including the quality of road access to major 
freight interchanges and ports. 
 
Lastly, it must be recognised (as STAG makes explicit) that improved freight transport 
links will not necessarily give equal benefits to the areas with improved connections. 
Improved links allow external goods and firms to compete more strongly with local 
producers and service suppliers finding it hard to withstand this competition and find 
external opportunities even with improved transport.  STAG requires evaluation of the 
balance of winners and losers.  Improved transport can accelerate the decline of areas 
poorly placed to respond to increased competition.  Transport change has to be part of 
wider packages for integrated economic and environmental improvement. 
 
Part 2  Air and Shipping Issues 
 
Growth in air freight is likely to be moderated by problems arising from energy and 
pollution issues relating to air travel.  Some growth remains probable, not least at 
Prestwick, and can be accommodated without significant problems.  Another factor 
slowing air freight could be the ability of rail to develop high-speed premium freight (for 
lighter, high value items – including mail) as part of plans for a higher-speed UK and 
European passenger rail network, including sections of track allowing 200 mph 
operation.  
 
With respect to shipping, there are opportunities (aided by Scottish Executive funding) 
to develop coastal shipping in the UK and Europe, including  links to international 
container shipping hubs and some expansion of longer-distance vehicle ferries with 
substantial freight-earning potential and other spin-offs for the Scottish economy. 
 
The recent halving of Superfast services from Rosyth has provided a reminder of the 
commercial fragility of a Scottish market more limited than elsewhere in Europe but 
other factors also affect the situation.  These include the relatively low costs of longer-
distance lorry operation (rising recently but not be enough, relative to shipping costs, to 
accelerate modal shift) and the risk of EU subsidy being concentrated on infrastructure 
aiding long-distance road and rail rather than structured to recognise the economic and 



environmental benefits of shipping.  Action in both these areas could improve prospects 
for a return to daily Rosyth services and their linkage with water-based as well as land-
based feeder and distributor services. 
 
While better frequencies and extended hours of operation for island ferries may open up 
freight and distribution opportunities, it has to be kept in mind that such changes may 
have adverse impacts on localised shops and service firms rather than automatically 
bringing new business.  Passenger needs are likely to be the dominant consideration in 
evaluating ferry changes but freight charges need separate discussion in the context of 
EU regulations restricting subsidy for freight. 
 
There is also the issue of comparing the total economic and environmental costs of 
further dredging and heavy investment in continental hub container ports with the 
advantages of development at Hunterston and Scapa Flow to accommodate larger oceanic 
container ships with facilities to interchange to feeder container ships (and, to some 
extent, to rail.  This could yield localised benefits for the Scottish economy with minimal 
adverse environmental impacts compared to continental projects.   
 
Part 3  Road Freight 
 
Environmental Issues   Progress is being made on noise and emissions through 
design revisions to meet higher environmental standards, including reduction of diesel 
particulates. Benefits will also come from continued overall stabilisation or reduction in 
HGV lorry miles in Scotland, assisted on suitable routes by some shift to rail and water-
based freight.  Shifts away from diesel fuels are likely to be slower though there is scope 
improved fuel efficiency and for HGV exclusions from certain urban streets and for 
greater use of vans free from point of use emissions in urban areas. 
 
HGVs do create problems on some rural roads and there is a need to establish criteria for 
that part of the network of a standard suitable for HGVs (and full-size coaches) and that 
part maintained to lower standards but fitting better with rural and leisure environments.  
 
Change in Maximum Weights and Lengths 
 
DfT has floated the idea that lorry weights might be increased from 44 to 60 tonnes and 
length from 18.75 metres to 25.25 metres (involving more axles but with axle weights 
staying as at present).  This offers economic advantages, including the extra cubic 
capacity needed to allow the carriage of bulky but light goods without extra driving staff 
and lowering vehicle costs in relation to carrying capacity.   These proposals merit full 
evaluation in a Scottish context. 
 
Concerns include an undesirable incentive for freight to move from rail to road (contrary 
to Scottish Executive policy) and additional costs in upgrading road foundations 
(including bridge strengthening which has to take account of total weight as well as axle 
weight).  If full upgrading was restricted to a smaller proportion of the road network, this 
would raise issues for firms and individuals finding themselves on that part of the 



network from which HGVs were prohibited.   Increased lorry length also introduces 
added safety risks on a network which includes, and will continue to include, larger 
proportions of non motorway and non dual carriageway route than in England. 
 
Other Economic Issues 
 
Lorry Charging and Taxation   The argument that HGVs are paying excessive charges 
in relation to attributable costs and in comparison to foreign hauliers using UK roads 
needs to be addressed.   The present flat rate fuel tax (in effect higher in rural areas where 
base fuel costs are higher) is difficult to justify – and, in addition to licence charges, can 
be evaded by foreign lorries able to fuel up outside the UK.   As Prof Alan McKinnon 
and the FTA have argued, there is a case for reversing the UK government decision to 
delay UK wide lorry  charging (linked with reduced fuel duty) until a comprehensive 
nationwide electronic charging system is available.   There is a need to evaluate the 
benefits and costs of an alternative approach introduced before 2010 and utilising:- 
    a) tachograph related distance charging  for all HGVs (with rates varied depending on  
       lorry design but replacing present licence charges and linked to partial rebates of 
      fuel duty) 
   b) accelerated introduction of congestion charging at busy times (covering a mix 
      of  both areas and corridors). 
 
Additionally, consideration should be given to:- 
   - priority lorry lanes (perhaps shared with buses in a few cases) or short new links  
     reserved for lorries and allowing them to avoid congestion hotspots 
  - priority entry for lorries (and buses and multi-occupant cars) at selected 
    entries to the motorway/expressway network. 
  - raising permitted lorry speeds on upgraded sections of the principal road 
    network from 40 mph to 50 mph 
 
Since single-occupant cars rather than HGVs are the main causes of congestion, HGVs 
should be expected to meet only a small share of the costs of expanding road capacity 
though they should contribute a larger share towards upgrading foundations and bridges 
to meet existing lorry weight and overcome the backlog of maintenance and renewals, 
especially on local authority roads.  Procedures for the handling of road renewals and of 
emergencies should be improved. 
 
The implication here is that a greater proportion of the Scottish Executive and local 
authority/RTP roads budget should shift from significant capacity increases to 
upgraded maintenance and renewals, including some lane widening on sub-
standard trunk and principal routes (including sections of the A82 Glasgow-Fort 
William road) plus relief roads and bypasses offering both economic, environmental 
and safety benefits. In the case of some bulk flows, there is also scope for low-cost, 
special purpose roads allowing diversion of timber, opencast coal and landfill traffic 
from unsuitable roads (Some such roads have already been provided as part of timber and 
coal extraction plans) rather than accepting that the only solution is upgrading of existing 
roads to carry extra lorries. 



 
An early decision is required on Forth crossing policy.  In the short term and in addition 
to proposed differential pricing, it is desirable to provide encouragement for HGV 
diversions via Kincardine and for a potential ban on HGVs at peak periods (to minimise 
total loading weights on the Forth Road Bridge).  In the medium term, the option of 
upgrading the present bridge to 3 lanes and to accommodate greater weights should be 
compared with restriction of the present bridge to lighter vehicles with 1 lane each way 
reserved for buses/trams and multi-occupant cars and construction of a new bridge 
designed for future HGV loadings but with no more than two lanes in each direction. 
 
Lastly, there is a need for increased collaboration between road and multi-modal freight 
operators to amend parking and traffic management regulation to give more positive 
support to delivery reliability and the development of rail freight and port terminals 
in ways facilitating lorry access but reducing environmental conflicts. 
 
 
Part 4  Rail Freight 
 
Key issues here are seen as:- 
 
a) improved rail freight clearances for larger containers (and, over a longer timescale, 
    for larger wagons conforming to European standards).  This could be a major aid 
    to shifts on longer-distance general freight from road to rail 
 
b) introduction of a simplified track access charge for rail freight (aiding the 
    preparation of quotes to customers in times similar to replies from hauliers) 
 
c) monitoring of existing rail freight facility grants to check impacts on shifts 
     from road to rail and refinement of future grant appraisal 
 
d) introduction of  a larger number of timetabled Scottish and Anglo-Scottish rail 
    freight services for container and swapbody traffic between recognised terminals 
   (supported, in some cases, by rail as well as road feeders to such terminals) 
 
e) resolving uncertainties in energy policies affecting the level and direction of 
   future coal flows by rail – at one extreme, there could be increased carriage of 
   coal putting more pressure on rail capacity and increasing track wear and tear; 
   at the other, there could be major cuts in coal by rail due to shifts to alternative 
   fuels; direct shipping imports closer to areas of high coal demand (or use of 
  Hunterston for coal transshipment from large to smaller ships) and use of 
  opencast coal closer to extraction points 
 
 
 
 
 



 
f) identifying existing and potential points of severe passenger/freight conflict and  
   the best means of improvement e.g. signalling or routeing adjustments, underpasses or  
   overpasses e.g in Glasgow area; quadruple tracking between Paisley and Glasgow  
   Shields Rd; extra and longer loops (raising capacity on single track lines and allowing  
   passenger trains to overtake freight on double-track routes;   providing alternative  
   routes  - such action is essential to improve capacity and  reliability for both  passengers  
   and freight but also requires high standards of rolling stock and signalling  reliability .   
  To assist reliability and lessen disruption during  essential track and signalling renewals,  
   routes should not normally operate at more than 75% of maximum capacity.  Extensive  
   line closures on weekdays should be  dependent on the planning of suitable alternative  
   routes and should be reduced compared to the recent period of major disruption of West  
  Coast main line services 
 
g) identifying opportunities for improved rail freight access to both Scottish and  
    English ports with good potential for growth – including improved links from  
    Hunterston  to connect with a Nithsdale route to Gretna fully restored to double-track  
    standards and also used as a alternative freight route from Grangemouth/Eurocentral/  
   Deanside to the south in association with further freight development on the Carlisle to  
   Settle/ Leeds/Preston rail route i.e a route avoiding West Coast Main Line apart from 
   some additional works required in Gretna-Carlisle area 
 
h) identifying opportunities for premium freight in association with high-speed 
    Anglo-Scottish and continental rail developments 
 
i) consideration of case for restoring direct routes from Dumfries to Cairnryan 
   and from Tweedbank to either Gretna or Tweedmouth as routes with  
   significant freight potential (including timber) as well as providing a 
   more inclusive passenger network 
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